<-:-1 x,x, logGU,, x.)dx, dx.
where 0 < k, À < 00, be the geometric means of f(z , z2). The term g, Ar., r ) and its various properties were probably first considered as early as in 1962 by the author [2] in terms of an entire function of a single variable. Recently, Agarwal [l] has generalised some of the results in [3] in terms of G(r , r ) and g, Âr., r ) when k = X, and in addition has also proved the following: 
and which is also incorrect in view of the above example.
To offer an improvement of (1. We have then the following result:
Theorem 2.1. // f (z., z ) is an entire function, then for R > r., R-> r , 
